
Below is the application submitted by Kegler Brown for a 2014 Your Honor Award. The website received 
honorable mention in the category of “Total Website Redesign.” Great Jakes Marketing Company was responsible 
for designing and programming the website – as well as creating the firm’s new logo and graphic identity.  
  
For more information, please contact Robert Algeri at 212-699-3684 or ralgeri@greatjakes.com  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Kegler Brown Website:  
2013 Your Honor Award Submission 

 
 

Background 

For most of its history, Kegler Brown was focused on clients in central Ohio. Then, about 10 years ago, we 
realized that “local focus” was a dying model for law firms. So, we decided to expand our geographic focus – 
and it worked. The firm has since experienced solid growth – and much of the firm’s gains can be attributed 
to projects outside of its locality. 

 
Project Goals 

As we began working with a more sophisticated and geographically diverse client base, it became 
apparent that our firm’s folksy image as a “nice little firm in Columbus” was a barrier to our future growth. 
In order to appeal to our new target market, we needed: 

(a) A Total Brand Refresh – New logo, brand imagery and key messaging that would attract robust, 
growing companies – no matter where they are located. 
 

(b) A New Website – A state-of-the-art website that would reflect our newly refreshed brand – and 
convincingly tell the story of how a mid-sized Ohio firm was a viable alternative to AmLaw 200 
firms. 
 
 

Research and Planning  
Prior to beginning work on the website, the firm invested in market research in the form of telephone and 
electronic surveys. The results showed a good awareness of the firm, but little knowledge of its 
capabilities. We also learned that we were perceived to be “a nice little Columbus firm” – a key obstacle to 
be addressed in the course of developing the website’s strategy.  

Once the website project kicked off, our branding and website development team at Great Jakes did a 
complete brand assessment and needs analysis for the website. This revealed that to achieve our goals, 
we would need to focus our efforts in three ways:  
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1. Messaging: Hone our message to resonate with growth-focused companies from around the 
globe. 
 

2. Content: Create content specifically to reinforce our position and key message. 
 

3. Creative: Adopt a progressive look that would position the firm in a league with much larger, global 
firms.  
 
 

Production, Implementation and Differentiation 

Here are some of the ways that our new website helped us achieve our goals: 

 Super-clear messaging: Our positioning is made clear with the new tagline, “Counsel to Smart 
Companies Worldwide,” and is supported by the very first tab in the site’s main navigation: “Our 
Global Reach.” 
 

 Client profiles: To hammer home our message, prominently placed client profiles demonstrate 
the caliber of the firm’s clients, display their geographic diversity, outline the breadth of services 
utilized, and describe the immense value that Kegler Brown has delivered. 
 

 Attorney messaging: We incorporated “attorney-microsites” into the website to help Kegler 
Brown’s global attorneys, who often pitch prospective clients who are far away. Each attorney’s 
microsite can be customized to include content unique to them, such as videos, specific case 
studies, or PowerPoint presentations. 
 

 Sleek design: The website has a modern design worthy of a sophisticated, global law firm. All 
aspects of the firm’s graphic identity were rethought during the website design, including the logo, 
color scheme and photography/imagery.  
 

 Vibrant photos: Engaging photos of our attorneys throughout the website help make an 
emotional connection with potential clients who may be located hundreds (or thousands) of miles 
away. 
 

 Responsive design: Responsive design gives our diverse user-base an experience tailored to 
their browsing style, whether they’re using a smartphone, tablet – or even a large desktop monitor. 

 

Results 
The website launched less than two months ago (Oct. 25, 2013), yet it is already paying significant 
dividends.  

One example – Within weeks of launch, the website’s newly organized information and its more 
sophisticated presence played a key role in the firm’s becoming transaction counsel in a very large merger 
deal. Here’s how it happened: 

 A technology company looking to sell its business recognized that its existing counsel did not offer 
sophisticated M+A expertise. 
 

 The client conducted a web search to find more sophisticated counsel and firms to interview. 
Because of the site’s improved SEO functionality, transactional attorneys at our firm were 
immediately discovered via search engine. 
 

 Noting that they were impressed with the new and prominently displayed variety of case studies, 
capabilities and rankings/recognitions, the client selected our firm for an interview alongside 
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several other larger firms and then engaged us as transaction counsel. 
 

 In addition to our garnering a significant fee (which was greater than the cost of the website and 
rebrand project), this client validated our strategy. It appears that we have successfully shed our 
image of “smaller local counsel” and positioned ourselves to pitch alongside much larger firms – 
and win. 
 

More success metrics – Additionally, the website’s analytics indicate big improvements across the board. 
Since launch: 

1. Unique pageviews are up nearly 80%. 
 

2. Average time per website visit has nearly doubled. 
 

3. Bounce rate dropped nearly 20%. 
 

4. Attorney microsites are inducing visitors to spend much more time understanding the attorney 
practices. 
 

5. Previous struggles to direct traffic to key messaging pages are gone. Pages like “Our Clients” and 
“Global Reach” now rank in the top six in overall traffic.   
 

6. SEO is much better: More than 50% of traffic comes from organic search. 
 

7. One of the firm’s newly created areas, “Business Growth Strategies,” now ranks fourth in 
pageviews, at nearly 500 per month. Part of the interactive strategy was to appeal to “private 
equity types,” which was the impetus for creating this area. To see it ranking as the #1 practice 
area is considered a big win – it was also the practice that brought in the M+A transaction 
mentioned above.  

 



Kegler Brown: A new website + total brand rethink

In order to accomplish 
our business goals, we 
needed more than a 
website. We needed a 
total brand overhaul. So, 
we rethought everything 
— from key messaging to 
graphic identity.



Kegler Brown Hill + Ritter 

Co. LPA

Capitol Square, Suite 1800

65 East State Street

Columbus, OH 43215

April 13, 2012

Dona Johnson

Company Name

51 East 55th Street, Floor 5

New York, NY 10003

Dear Dona,

ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 

idunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 

xercitation ullamco laboris

ure dolor

John B. Smith
Attorney

Capitol Square, Suite 1800

65 East State Street
Columbus, OH 43215

(614) 462-5400
jsmith@keglerbrown.com

New logo & graphic identity

In conjunction with 
the website project, an 
entirely new graphic 
identity was designed 
for Kegler Brown. This 
initiative included a 
new logo design, a new 
color scheme, and fresh 
imagery—as well as the 
redesign of the fi rm’s 
stationery.



Sleek design

The website has a 
modern design worthy 
of a sophisticated, 
global law fi rm. 



Super-clear messaging

Our positioning is made clear with the new tagline, 
“Counsel to Smart Companies Worldwide,” and is 
supported by the very fi rst tab in the site’s main 
navigation: “Our Global Reach.”



Client profi les

Client profi les are 
prominently placed on 
the site. These profi les: 

demonstrate the 
caliber of the fi rm’s 
clients

display their 
geographic diversity

outline the breadth of 
services utilized

describe the 
immense value that 
Kegler Brown has 
delivered



Client profi les (continued)

Dynamic, magazine-style 
layout makes the client 
profi les easy to consume.



Attorney messaging

The Kegler Brown site utilizes 
attorney microsites – a unique 
approach to lawyer bios. 
Microsites can contain any 
number of pages and any type 
of content, including videos, 
podcasts, case studies, or 
PowerPoint presentations. 

The microsite format is 
particularly helpful to the fi rm’s 
international lawyers, who often 
pitch prospective clients who are 
located far away.



Vibrant photos

Engaging photos of our 
attorneys throughout the 
website help make an 
emotional connection with 
potential clients who may 
be located hundreds (or 
thousands) of miles away. 
Photos were taken during 
a four-day photo shoot.



Responsive design

The website utilizes responsive design, a new standard for mobile websites. 
With responsive design, the layout of each page of the website automatically 
adapts to fi t any screen size and gives our diverse user-base an experience 

tailored to their device. The website looks great whether they’re using a 
smartphone, tablet – or even a large desktop monitor.



A new direction

Our previous website (pictured below) refl ected our fi rm’s image as a “nice little fi rm in Columbus.” This folksy brand was proving to be a barrier to our future 
growth. We wanted to work with clients that had global ambitions – and needed new branding that positioned us as a viable alternative to AmLaw 200 fi rms.

Pictured above: The fi rm’s previous website
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